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WELCOME

... to Admissionado’s European MBA Primer.
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Who doesn’t enjoy chasing a lovely buttery snail or two with a swig of Chateauneuf du
Pape? Spending winter vacations swishing down the Alps, the summers coasting
around the rock of Gibraltar after a quick visit to the Alhambra?
Say what you will, but Europe gave the world Da Vinci, Pizza, Radiohead, and Sophie
Marceau. [Please respect this.]
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European MBA programs have been gaining in strength and reputation in recent years.
But is it the right choice for you? This guide will walk you through some of the most
famous European schools, dive into specific information about each and answer some
frequently asked questions. You may notice a school or two you’re interested in
missing from this compilation... fear not, we are working on it! In the meantime, at least
snack on some of the European heavy hitters, captured in this doc.
Let's roll.
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The European MBA Crash Course

Chapter 1
The European MBA Crash Course

Pure and simple: Europe dominates rankings for the best non-U.S. MBA programs.
While elite American MBA programs may still lead in terms of recognition and
reputation, when it comes to return on investment, top European MBA programs are a
solid option.
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Not only are admissions less competitive (in some ways), they are 1-year programs (or
in some cases, 15-19 months) with stellar job placement and an awesome ROI. In fact,
when Forbes compared the earnings in the first five years out of B-School, European BSchools had the 7 highest 5-year MBA gains in the world led by IMD and INSEAD.
There are many reasons to apply for top European MBA programs, especially in Q1 of
the calendar year.
1) Less Competitive Admissions (in Some Ways)
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2) Older Applicants
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Just look at the stats. Average GMAT scores tend to be… LOWER. Average TOEFL scores
tend to be… LOWER. Even with GPA, there is more flexibility. Why is this the case? Most
folks are often not native English speakers. So as a result, you can afford juuust a bit
more leeway on your scores. That should be a relief for folks in the GMAT range
between 660-710.

If you are a tad older than the typical 3-4-5 years out of college range of applicants,
then you should take a GOOD look at these programs. Why? Because European
programs tend to embrace older students compared to US MBA programs. This is a
GREAT chance for "older" candidates to get a TOP-NOTCH education, and not be
discriminated against by the current trend in the US of students getting younger and
younger.
3) 1-Year Programs
Why do older applicants like International programs? Well, here’s a great practical
reason: the programs are shorter! For the young husbands and wives and fathers and
mothers among us, it can be challenging to take two full years off. In those two years,
we lose a ton of income and TIME. European MBA programs tend to be just one year
long, so older applicants LOVE the ability to get in, and get right out.

4) International Focus
Is your goal NOT necessarily tied to living and working in the US? The programs in
Europe tend to be MUCH more internationally oriented, with the overwhelming
majority of students from OUTSIDE the school’s country. This lends itself to a very
different kind of discussion, as you can imagine, than the ones that take place in US
programs. European (and Asian) MBA programs are MUCH more international in
nature. If you are passionate about international business, then give these programs a
serious look.
5) Many Have STELLAR Job Placement
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Again, take a good look at the statistics. Starting salaries are often HIGHER at European
Programs than at US programs. Don’t believe us? Here’s an example: the average
starting salary at LBS was $146,000, at INSEAD it was $148,000, and at IE it was
$149,000. Compare these to starting salaries at NYU Stern ($139,000), Duke ($137,000)
and Ross ($137,000). Not bad.
Quick rundown of some of the more famous and successful European schools:
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In Spain, there is the Spanish “Trinity” which consists of IESE, Instituto Empresa (IE),
and ESADE. In Italy, you have the lone-gunner SDA Bocconi. Switzerland gives us the
estimable IMD, located in Neuchatel. An excellent choice for older candidates with some
executive experience. [If you do end up in Switzerland, pay a visit to Lucerne. Haven’t
been to a more beautiful city, yet.]
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France offers the renowned INSEAD and HEC programs, as well as several other
“grande écoles” that are only known to those who speak French.
In Her Majesty’s Dominion, LBS and Said Oxford are the two heavy hitters, along with
Judge (in Cambridge), and last up is Rotterdam’s (that’s Holland for those of you who are
clunky in geography) Erasmus.
Surprisingly, Germany, despite producing several world-class industrialists, has no (not
yet anyway) world-class MBA program, but isn’t it just a matter of time?!
“Fair enough, but I don’t care what country I live in!” you tell us, “I just want to go to a
respected MBA program, learn business skills, and break the glass ceiling that is
holding me back.” It’s all well and good, and there are many folks like you. But when
applying to European programs, don't let that attitude slip! You'll want to show that you
care very much about where you live after the fact. It will likely impact your chances of
admission.

What are the main differences between American and European business programs?
v Internationalism – Although many American schools are made up of lots of
International students, they are still faaaaaaar less “international” then any
European program. To give you an example, Wharton, one of the US’s most
international business programs, has about 40% international students,
whereas HEC has more than 80% international folks!
v Duration – European programs are shorter. For the most part (with the notable
exception of LBS) European programs run from 12-18 months… at least a halfyear shorter than US programs. So this might be ideal for those of you in
situations where you have to get back to work immediately, or have other
circumstances feeding your timing needs.
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v Money – As everyone knows, time is money, and the less time you spend in the
school, the less you pay.
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LBS

LBS (London Business School)
The W hat
LBS (or, as it is more officially known, London Business School) is the top ranked
European MBA program, and one of the only whose prestige really matches that of Top
US schools. Is it that good? Yes, it’s that good. It’s also a Finance and Consulting
powerhouse, with more than half the graduating class going into these two business
mainstays. It has one of the best brands in the UK for any industry, but it is especially
known for its finance connections. [Case in point, the largest club on campus is the
Private Equity Club.]
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LBS, like many European schools, has comparatively older students than its US
counterparts; the average age is 29. But unlike its US counterparts, LBS offers flexibility
when it comes to the length of the program. Although LBS is structured like a
traditional 2-year MBA program, depending on your personal and professional needs
(for example, a family business candidate who doesn’t need that extra time for the
internship), the program can be completed in 15, 18, or 21 months. Awesome.
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LBS grads come from all over the world, with only 11% of the class coming from the UK.
Hellloooo, diversity! And while the majority of students hail from either finance or
consulting (a theme that will return in this guide!), the school’s prestige attracts
students who come from a variety of different industries. More diversity!
LBS is very well connected with Asia (20% – 25% of the class comes from Asian
countries), so it is a solid option for those who are looking to bridge the Asia-Europe
divide, who either have experience in Asia, or also who want to go work in Asia after
graduation. Yet, as international as the school is, nearly half of the student body DOES
elect to remain in the UK, so it’s also an ideal program if your dream is to settle in the
UK afterwards.
Finally, in addition to being a bit older, LBS students are a bit more experienced, speak
more languages, and have more international experience than the average student in
any top US business school.

The How – Tips for Getting In
Besides the need for having a great GMAT, a fantastic GPA at a great school, and strong
work experience, LBS wants you to:
n
n

Be global (last year’s grads found jobs in over 40 different countries!)
Be nice (aka "team player")
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Having REAL global experience is immensely helpful and if this experience includes
some real leadership, even better. LBS also puts a lot of weight on teamwork and
participation. So when you’re developing that application, make sure to put some
weight on your plans to be a part of the school’s community – the clubs you'll join, the
ideas you have, the culture you’re excited to join and shape, etc.
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{End Preview}

